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prepares for season
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on last season’s record with
hard work and practice.
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Report tracks sexual assaults
Katie Olean
STAFF WRITER

The Women’s Center’s recently
released Sexual Assault Report for
the 2003-04 academic year showing that the number of sex crimes
committed on campus and the surrounding community is about the
same as those in recent years.
Published each year, the report
includes information regarding
sexual assault occurrences on and
off campus over the past school
year.
“We started collecting reports
of sexual assault back in 1990,”
said Lee LaDue, coordinator for
the Sexual Violence Prevention
Program. “It was part of sort of a
movement to say, ‘Campuses are
going to be a lot safer if we do honest reporting about the crimes that

are happening because people will
have a heightened awareness and
will then take appropriate precautions.’”
Director of Public Safety Miles
Heckendorn agreed.
“I believe that education is a
vital element to preventing and
reducing sexual assault crimes,” he
said.
The tactic seems to be effective.
The number of yearly sexual
assault decreased to the upper
teens and low 20s, from being in
the upper 30s in the early 1990s.
This year’s report, consistent
with the last four years, cites 17
sexual assault cases between July
1, 2003 and June 30, 2004.
Though these numbers are as
accurate as possible, they may not
be entirely representative.
“We can only make guesses if

our report is a true reflection of the
total number of actual sexual
assaults that are occurring, because
other things affect reports,” LaDue
said.
The main reason for uncertainty
of representation regarding the
Sexual Assault Report is the lack
of students reporting the incidents.
“Sexual assault is a really
under-reported crime. Some reasons for this are because we tend to
blame the victim, the system isn’t
always very responsive to sexual
assault victims and it’s a difficult
crime to prosecute because of the
attitudes in our culture,” LaDue
said.
There are many reasons why
some people choose not to report a
sexual assault, and LaDue cited
one of the most common.
“The biggest reason I see for

people not reporting is just the psychological process,” she said.
“When humans are faced with
trauma, the first thing we go into is
to say ‘that couldn’t have happened.’ The denial system is a coping mechanism. Someone in that
stage isn’t going to report it,
because you can’t deny it anymore
once it’s reported.”
Despite the likelihood that
many cases are not reported, the
report still serves several purposes,
including some insight to what has
been happening.
“This last year, the one thing
that was different, I don’t know if
it was a trend, but one thing that
was different is that we had a few
more stranger assaults than I’ve
seen for a long time,” LaDue said.
■

Go to Report PAGE 3.
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The mood was light and inviting
when Dennis Warner, an SCSU
alumni, took the stage with side
musician Dan Neale Tuesday
evening.
Warner performed a free family
concert at the Ruth Grant Recital
Hall in the Performing Arts Center.
After the show, he had a book signing for his children’s book, “Beads
on a String.” The Multicultural
Student Services and the Lindgren
Child Care Center sponsored the
concert.
This is Warner’s first book and
first project centered around children in his 20 years as a performer.
He was singing long before that,
however.
“He’s liked music all his life,”
said Grace Warner, his mother who
tries to come to all his performances. “That’s what he wanted to
do and he did it.”
■

Go to Songs PAGE 5.

ADAM HAMMER/MANAGING EDITOR

Singer, songwriter and humorist Dennis Warner sings along with children from the crowd during his
Monday evening performance at the Ruth Grant Recital Hall in the Performing Arts Center.
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Crime Watch
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E-mail
1. (11/07/04) Minor assault (alcohol
related), ECC
2. Fire alarm (malfunction),
Sherburne Hall
3. (11/08/04) Damage to property
(broken glass in a door), Brown Hall
4. Safety concern (female walking
approached by male in vehicle), 4th
St. and 4th Ave.
5. (11/09/04) Found property (keys),
K-Lot

1
3

Campus & State
Prosecutors attempt to ban letters
Prosecutors from the State Attorney General’s Office have asked a
judge to ban John Jason McLaughlin from writing letters to a female
Rocori High School student.
McLaughlin, 16, who is connected with the 2003 Rocori High
School shootings, is being charged with the first degree murder of two
students. McLaughlin has been sitting in a juvenile detention facility
since his September 2003 arrest.
McLaughlin wrote letters proclaiming love for the Rocori student
and asked that she tell him how school is going and how her summer
went. In one letter, McLaughlin apparently threatened to kill himself
if the female didn’t respond to his letters. Copies of the letters written
to the Rocori student have been filed in the Stearns County District
Court.
The case is being prosecuted by the Attorney General’s Office, rather
than Stearns County Attorney’s Office because a Stearns county sheriff's deputy is McLaughlin’s father.

St. Cloud hosts Veterans Day events

The St. Cloud Area Metropolitan Veterans Council will have a ceremony at 1:30 p.m. Thursday at the St. Cloud VA medical Center. The
key note speaker will be Stearns County Veterans Service Officer
Terry Ferdinandt.
At 6 p.m. Thursday in Atwood Memorial Center, “Soldados:
Chicanos in Vietnam” will be shown. This documentary is about the
experiences of Mexican-Americans who fought in Vietnam.
There will be a Sauk Rapids-Rice Veterans’ Graduation Ceremony at
2 p.m. Friday in Sauk Rapids-Rice Middle School gymnasium. The
graduates are World War II veterans who went to war and couldn’t finish high school.

Random Quote

“Mankind must put an end to war or war will put an end to
mankind.” -John Fitzgerald Kennedy

Web
www.universitychronicle.com
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Nation & World

Boss allegedly spanked employees
Paul Eugene Levengood, the owner of a shaved ice business in Red
Bank, Tenn., was charged with two accounts of sexual battery after
allegedly spanking two of his 19-year-old female employees.
Both females were allegedly spanked for making mistakes at work.
One of the women told police that on her first day at Tasty Flavors Sno
Biz, Levengood, 57, made her sign a statement saying, “I give Gene
permission to bust my behind any way he sees fit.”
Police say one of the women reported being spanked in the break
room 20 times because she forgot to put the banana in a smoothie
drink. The woman also said that a day earlier Levengood snapped a
photograph of her behind as she reached up on a shelf for a bottle.
Levengood was freed on $2,000 bail and will return to his court hearing Nov. 16. His business was closed Tuesday.

Leader Yasser Arafat dies Wednesday
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat died at age 75 in a French hospital
3:30 a.m. Thursday (9:30 p.m. Wednesday ET).
Arafat was seen by some as a leader who sought a homeland for his
people, but many Israelis seen Arafat as a terrorist and a roadblock to
peace.
Arafat had previously been sick with an unknown illness doctors
described as a stomach virus or gallstones. About two weeks ago
Arafat flew to Paris and was hospitalized with what Palestinian officials called a blood disorder. Since November 3, Arafat has been in a
coma.
Arafat's body will be brought to Cairo for a state funeral and will be
buried outside the Palestinian Authority headquarters compound in the
West Bank City of Ramallah. Palestinian negotiator Saeb Erakat said
this resting place is temporary.
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Calendar of

Events

News

■ Incubus- in concert
7 p.m. Halenbeck Hall. Doors
will open at 6 p.m. but music
doesn’t start till 7 p.m. The
opening act is The Music.
Tickets at the door cost $30.

Nyssa Dahlberg
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

When students turn to Health
Services for a medical concern, it’s
safe to say most want to receive
help that is adequate and up to
industry standards.
Good news is on the way.
Recently, Health Services has met
the national standards necessary to
become
accredited
by
the
Accreditation Association for

Ambulatory
Health
Care
(AAAHC).
The AAAHC is a non-profit
organization that assists health care
organizations to improve the quality
of care provided to patients. The
organization does this by measuring
performance of the health care staff,
by setting standards for the health
care program and by assisting the
clinic with suggestions on how to
make the facility and program meet
national standards.

■ Astronomy Public Nights
7 to 9 p.m. Math and Science
Center Room 24. Participants
will observe objects in the sky.
Showtimes are 7, 7:45 and 8:30
p.m. Make reservations by calling 308-2011. Free.
■ “Anchorman”
8 p.m. in Atwood Theatre.
Rated R. Runs until Sunday.
Free.

FRIDAY
■ Top 10 nutrition questions
Atwood Center Lady Slipper
Room. This presentation by the
Health and Wellness Committee
will highlight safe advice about
nutrition. Free.

SATURDAY
■ Practice LSAT
9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Atwood
Glacier Room. Join the PreLaw Association for a practice
LSAT exam. Sign up in the
political science department
Brown Hall Room 329. Cost is
$15 or $20 on the testing day.
Each person attending will
receive a CD of the 2004-05
SCSU Pre-Law Advisor.
■ Arabian Culture Night
6 to 10 p.m. Atwood Ballroom.
This event brings Middle
Eastern entertainment and education. Eastern food will be
served. Student cost $7.

SUNDAY
■ Music at St. Mary’s
3 p.m. at St. Mary’s Cathedral.
Free for students. $5 for adults.
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Health Services measure up

TODAY
■ Charley Trujillo
6 to 7:30 p.m. Atwood Little
Theatre. Chicano filmmaker,
author, publisher will be showing his film “Soldados.” Free.

University Chronicle

MATT KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

Nurse Sharon Rohling takes the 4-foot-11-inches height of Rachel
Holimbo in the SCSU Health Services building.The doctor’s office
is connected to Hill/Case Hall across from Garvey Commons.

■

Continued from PAGE 1.

Report

Of the 17 total reported assaults,
the Sexual Assault Report cited four
as being committed by a stranger–– a
9 to 14 percent increase from the
national average.
In addition to providing specific

information, the Sexual Assault
Report also serves to increase general
awareness and knowledge about sexual assault.
“One of the things that I think
makes people really vulnerable to this
crime is the belief that it’s never going
to happen to them and, thus, they
don’t have to do anything differently
to reduce their risk,” LaDue said. “It’s
probably the most consistent thing I
hear from survivors of sexual assault.”

Fourth-year special education
student Haley Watkins is one of the
10,000 students who benefit from
Student Health Services. She said
she has been happy with the care
she has received there.
“They were really friendly and
they made me feel comfortable,”
she said. “They also gave me all the
information I needed.”
Director of Student Health
Services, Corie Beckermann said
that being accredited shows that
Health Services cares about the
quality of service they provide for
students.
“It is important for us to know
that what we are doing is meeting
the standards of the community,
meeting the standards of other college health services and just knowing that what we do is quality
work,” Beckermann said. “We are
not a second-rate clinic.”
In order to receive accreditation,
Health Services and the AAAHC
complete a long process. Health
Services must first send a pre-summary request form to the AAAHC
describing their policies and procedures. The request form contains
many pages of questions Health
Services must answer in order to
receive a surveyor to come and do
an assessment of the services they
provide as well as their business
practices.
“We pay for the surveyor to
come for a day and a half and they
go through this whole book (of the
AAAHC critique),” Beckermann
said. “They have a whole checklist
that they go through.”
The areas that Health Services
was evaluated on include patient
rights, quality health care and
Health Services administration.
They also look at charts to see what
the doctors are doing, check
improvement programs, check professional improvement to make sure
doctors and nurses are medically up
to date and they look to see if the
facility is adequate to meet Health
Services needs.
Beckermann said in order to pass
each category, Health Services
needed to prove they meet the standards.
“We have to show examples, for
instance, in the marketing section
we have to show them some of our
advertising to show we are not misleading,” Beckermann said. “We got
ready a giant folder of stuff to show

them with information in each category.”
The surveyor went to Atwood
and talked to students about what
they thought of Student Health
Services. Surveyors also talked to
doctors and nurses to see what they
thought about the program compared to other places they have
worked.
The surveyor went through the
checklist and marked the areas satisfactory compliant (SC), partially
compliant (PC), not compliant (NC)
or not applicable (NA). The surveyor will then write comments on
what can be improved.
“Things they commented to us
was, ‘your facility is kind of outdated, you should really try to work
with the administration to get a better clinic that suits your needs,’”
Beckermann said.
The AAAHC said that the handicapped bathrooms were not easy to
find and that there should be public
bathrooms and telephones in the
waiting room. They also said the
lab, pharmacy, waiting room and
overall facility was too small to support the large number of patients
who use the clinic.
“We were compliant in all areas,
except for this one in which we
were graded PC,” Beckermann said.
“They were saying that for our
patient volume, we really could use
a larger facility.”
Even though Health Services
was graded down in one area they
still received accreditation for the
maximum time of three years. The
first time Health Services was evaluated they were only accredited for
two years because they needed to
work on their insurance program.
“When we were accredited the
first time it was a big deal because
we were one of the first MnSCU
college health services to go for
accreditation,” Beckermann said.
Since 1994, Student Health
Services has been approved by the
AAAHC, but not all health services
meet the high standards.
“I think this is something to
show students and the rest of the
world that we are a credible college
health service. It’s good for us to do
this because it would be easy to let
our policy get out of date,”
Beckermann said. “With the added
pressure of accreditation, we are
pressured to not let our policy fall
behind.”

She said the report aims to let people know they aren’t alone and to
encourage reporting these types of
crimes.
“When they see a report that
shows that these are their fellow students, we see that they aren’t really
different from us. Hopefully, that
translates into paying attention to how
people can reduce their risk.”

Check out these numbers for
more:
For the full report or for further information call (320) 3083995.
To report a sexual assault
contact the Central Minnesota
Sexual Assault Center at (320)
251-4357.

More info
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Local U.S. post
offices aid troops
Nick Aaland
STAFF WRITER

This holiday season, U.S. troops
will be receiving the gift of phone
time. U.S. Postal Services in the
Northland District have started a
program to collect and disperse
phone cards to the troops overseas.
The campaign is called “Phone
Cards For Troops.” This program
allows customers to purchase a
phone card and donate it back to the
Postal Service.
Starting Aug. 10 and continuing
through the holiday season, anyone
can go to a participating post office
and purchase a phone card for the
troops. The Minnesota soldiers
serving overseas will be receiving
the cards.
Collected by the clerks at the
post offices, customers can purchase phone cards valued at $10,
$20 and $30. About 250 out of the
1,000 post offices are participating.
The district covers most of
Minnesota and western Wisconsin.
The phone cards were presented
to the Minnesota National Guard
last week. There were over 6,000
cards that totaled almost 1 million
minutes. In turn, the Guard decides
where to send the cards. There are
about 2,000 soldiers from the

Northland District serving overseas
right now.
Every week, the Northland
District gathers all the phone cards
and donates them to commanders of
area military units and asks them to
distribute the phone cards to the
local troops deployed overseas.
The phone cards are available at
four post offices in the area, St.
Cloud’s Main, Waite Park, Sauk
Rapids and the Centre Place. Cards
worth $10 have 100 minutes, $20
cards have 250 minutes and $30
give soldiers 450 minutes of phone
time.
The Alexandria Post Office
leads the Northland District in sales
of the phone cards. Darrel Kuhnun,
a sales and service associate at the
Alexandria Post Office gives
thumbs up to Alexandria.
“We’ve sold more than 215 in
one week,” Kuhnun said. “We
never anticipated this.”
Something that has inspired customers to purchase and donate the
phone cards is that it costs $1 per
minute while calling to the United
States from Iraq.
One person recently bought five
$20 phone cards at the St. Cloud
Main Post Office, which totals up
to 1,250 minutes.
“It’s so nice that the post offices

are running a program to help out
our troops and their families,” community member Mike Wood said.
In April of this year, the
Department of Defense announced
that anyone can purchase a prepaid
calling card for deployed troops.
They authorized the Armed
Services Exchange to sell them to
any individual or organization. The
“Help Our Troops Call Home” program was set up to help the service
members reach their families from
overseas.
These programs offer a cheaper
price for communications made
from call centers. The Armed
Services Exchange operate telephone call centers in Iraq, Kuwait,
Afghanistan, other countries and
aboard ships.
The phone card never expires
and there are no added charges or
connection fees.
Jim Ahlgren, U.S. Postal Service
customer relations coordinator, has
been pleased with the outcome of
the “Phone Cards For Troops” program.
“It has gone very well, and we
are pleased with the outcome.”
Ahlgren said. “It’s so nice to see the
people support our troops.”
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International
students find
holiday homes
Chris Heinitz
STAFF WRITER

With over 900 students from
over 84 countries, SCSU is a campus rich with international diversity. Students from around the world
are experiencing American culture
in St. Cloud.
Thanksgiving provides a unique
opportunity for these students to
get an idea of what the holiday is
about, and what American families
are about.
SCSU has developed a program
that unites international students
with local families to participate in
this day of giving thanks.
Karolina Jasinska is an international relations/economics major
who participated in the program
last year.
“They picked me up in the
morning and we got to the house
and I helped them cook the dinner
and, of course, while we were
cooking and hanging out, we talked
a lot about Thanksgiving, why they
even do it and why they cook this
and not that,” Jasinska said.
She said the family who welcomed her into their home also
explained the tradition.
“I learned that the interpretation
of the meaning of the holiday has
changed. At first, it was all about
pilgrims. They kind of got together
and celebrated all their successes
when they got here. But then, it
evolved to become more historically sensitive as far as the Native
Americans–– about what their roll
was in the story. I thought that was
interesting to see that the story
evolved from one to another.”
On a fundamental level, the program is a chance for people to share
their culture, family and hospitality
with someone from a different
country than themselves. It is
meant to be an opportunity for students to experience American life
firsthand.
Program coordinator Sarah
Speir said the Thanksgiving program provides an opportunity for
international students and families
alike.
“It’s a holiday that is shared,
that sort of signifies or symbolizes
family and connection and community, so we really want to provide
that opportunity. A holiday where
families try to get together and

appreciate being together,” Speir
said.
On a bigger level the program
helps to demystify other cultures,
gives people an opportunity to find
common ground and makes connections with an often culturally
divisive climate.
Speir said understanding one
another is the first step in creating
world peace. She believes this is a
very crucial step in making friendships with people of various cultures.
“I think [it’s] internationalizing
the mindset of our students to
building a better world,” Speir said.
“To not having these wars. Some of
these students are from countries
that are at war. In their home countries, they’re at war. And here you
have to find opportunities for crossing cultures and creating friendships and making connections with
people.”
Jasinska said the program
allowed her to learn more about
American culture, but also share
things about her own traditions and
celebrations.
“It was a dialogue more than
anything else,” Jasinska said.
“About what American culture is,
as far as the traditions in general,
not just thanksgiving. What it is
that Americans celebrate, and at the
same time, what we celebrate as
Polish people. What do we focus on
and what do we like to give our
attentions to, and why. It was just
dialogue that led us to kind of get a
better scope about what our cultures are all about; underline the
differences and the similarities.”
Community members and students wishing to host or participate
can sign up in the Center for
International Studies in Lawrence
Hall.

“It was a dialogue
more than anything
else, about what
American culture is.”
Karolina Jasinska
SCSU STUDENT

News
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Students practice interviews
Chad Eldred
STAFF WRITER

Students looking to gain experience with job interviews got their
chance this week.
Career Services organized mock
interviews Nov. 8-12 for students
who wanted to prepare themselves
for actual job interviews.
This was the 14th annual mock
interview session that Career
Services has set up. The idea was
widely used at other campuses, but
Andy Ditlevson, associate director of
Career Services, wanted to do something different.
“Many campus career centers
have done the traditional mock interviews, where the student would come
in and meet with a counselor and do a
practice interview, but no one was
doing it with actual employers,”
Ditlevson said.
He thought about the idea for a
while, and finally a student came in
and discussed new ideas for an interview program. A student club was
formed, the Career Development
Council, and Ditlevson worked with
the club to bring the idea to life.
Four interviewers were on hand
for the event, including representatives from KARE 11 and the
Hennepin County Human Resources
Department. Ditlevson said that the
selected interviewers were chosen
because they represented a wide
range of interests.
“We look at employers that do a
lot of recruiting on campus, and we
try to find employers that are actively
recruiting, but we also look at what
are the largest majors here on campus
and what are areas that we know students want to go into,” Ditlevson
said. “We try to match students and
employers up based on career interests, which is really just an added
bonus.”
The mock interviews are unique
because the interviewers actively
respond and judge how well the student does. At the end of the interview,
or sometimes in the middle of an
interview, the student will get to hear
constructive criticism.

■

Continued from PAGE 1.

Songs

Warner believes SCSU prepared
him for his career, including the
time he spent on the UPB board. He
said the university taught him the
business end of music, including
the contracting and promotional
dealings.
The concert was an informal setting where Warner encouraged the
audience to participate and sing

“It is a chance to get some interviewing experience and find out what
you are doing and get critiqued; ‘here
is what you’re doing well and here is
what you need to work on.’”
Ditlevson said.
Sue Reimer, a Human Resources
and Community Relations specialist
for KARE 11, was an interviewer for
the students. Reimer has been
involved with many past interviews
and said she keeps coming back
because she enjoys working with students.
Reimer said that the interviews
are a very important resource for students at SCSU to take advantage of.
“This is about the only time that
you will actually get someone from a
business to sit down and critique your
interviewing skills,” Reimer said.
“Interviewing is going to move you
ahead in your career and the better
you can get at it the better off you’ll
be.”
The interview is taken as seriously as a real interview; the students
dress up for the interview and answer
the questions to the best of their ability. After the interview process is
done, the students receive advice on
what to improve on.
“You are given critiques on anything from body language, anything
that you are doing that may be distracting during the interview, if you
have speech patterns that are distracting, and you get coaching on answers
that you have given that you shouldn’t have,” Reimer said. “It is really
just a good way of learning and
improving your interview skills.”
Richard G. Tiedeman, a senior
human resources representative for
Hennepin County, was also an interviewer. He has been involved with
the interviews since the program
started and thinks the program is an
excellent way for students to prepare
themselves.
“I am really committed to this
program,” Tiedeman said. “I was
very supportive and I decided to help
out and I am still a firm believer in
the process. I would encourage students here at SCSU to take advantage
of a great program.”
Tiedeman pointed out that

employers are looking for specific
skills in all of their employees and an
interview helps them determine
whether or not an employee is right
for them.
“We are looking for honesty,
authenticity and we are looking for
very concrete answers,” he said.
“They must be persistent, well organized, be able to handle conflicts and

set goals, these things are important
to all employers.”
Mark Albers, a fifth-year student
at SCSU, took part in the mock interviews and said that the process was
very helpful to him. He said that he is
now better prepared for a real interview.
“The interview was very simple
and it was very similar to what I think

it would be like,” Albers said. “It tells
you that these are the questions they
will be asking and they told me things
that I need to work on.”
The interviews end Friday, but
students who are interested in the
mock interviews or other events
sponsored by Career Services can
visit their Web site at www.stcloudstate. edu/careerservices.

along, inviting the children to come
up and sing with him. Warner sang
some of his songs and some family
favorites, including “Beads on a
String,” the inspiration for his children’s book.
The book is based on a song that
Warner thought up on a drive back
from Illinois. He visualized a necklace with beads of all colors, shapes
and sizes that were connected on
one string.
The symbolism wasn’t lost on
Warner, as he related this image to
the world and the diversity that
makes everyone unique, but also

the common bonds and similarities
people share.
“I think we have way more in
common than differences,” Warner
said.
Since Warner sometimes does
children’s concerts, he wanted to do
a song especially for them and it
turned out that adults liked it too. In
fact, the book is catching the attention of educators of all ages.
A “Beads on One String” project
has been created for educators to
use in the classroom, incorporating
music, art and social studies to
teach children about diversity and

respect.
Professor Joan Blaska of SCSU
has been very supportive, presenting the book around the state and
using it as an example for educators, Tammy Warner said.
The book was published in June
and was so popular that a second
edition was released yesterday.
“It was a good seven or eight
month project,” Warner said.
Illustrator
Alison
Love
Unzelman spent about a year working on the book, but Warner said
her style was perfect for his vision.
The book includes sheet music

with lyrics and a CD with a live
recording of the song. It is a limited release, but the SCSU Husky
Bookstore is selling copies for $20.
Warner has released six albums
in his career and his seventh will be
coming out this winter. While he
has been called a folk artist, Warner
prefers the term “Americana”–– a
catchall phrase for musicians who
cross over into different genres.
Warner will also be performing
at the Pioneer Place Saturday, Feb.
19.
For more information, go to
www.WarnerSongs.com.

MATT KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

Undergraduate Mark Albers participates in a mock interview by KARE 11 human resources coordinator Sue Reimer. Over 11 employers participated in this year’s mock interviews.
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Sexual assault precautions
look to keep students safe
Sexual assault can happen to anyone, anytime,
anywhere -- including St. Cloud.
An annual report by the SCSU Women’s Center
cited 17 assault cases for the 2003-04 school year.
The bad news is that four assaults were committed
by a stranger, which is a significant increase from the
national average.
The remaining 13 assaults were committed by a
trusted friend. Many statistics show that victims
often know their assailants.
Too often, students walk around St. Cloud or to
their cars without considering the possibility of being
attacked. Sometimes students need a little refresher
course on how to stay safe when they are alone. Here
are 10 simple rules to protect yourself.
1) Students should walk confidently, directly, at a
steady pace. A rapist looks for someone who appears
vulnerable.
2) Be careful when people stop you for directions
or money. Always reply from a distance and never
get too close to the car.
3) If you are in trouble, or feel you are in danger,
do not be afraid to attract help any way you can.
Scream, yell or run away to safety.
4) You should look inside and around your vehicle
before you get in.
5) Walk close to the curb. Avoid doorways, bushes
and alleys where rapists can hide.
6) If you think you are being followed, drive to a
public place or a police station to get help.
7) It’s important to remember where you parked,
so you don’t wander around a parking lot in the dark.
8) Have your keys out and ready to open your door
so you’re not sifting through your pockets or purse,
wasting precious minutes.
9) If your car breaks down, open the hood or
attach a white cloth to the antenna. If someone stops
to help, stay inside your locked vehicle and ask them
to call the police.
10) The easiest rule to remember: always be aware
of your surroundings and never take your safety for
granted.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Friend puts war into perspective
The war in Iraq has shown me that
my convictions are not as black and
white as I had once believed.
I find myself having to remove my
political stance and ideals from the
conversation when discussions turn
toward the Iraqi War. Removing politics from war is somewhat of an oxymoron, which I am having great difficulty accomplishing. To be lost inside
the political rhetoric is to lose all sight
of the human factor concerning war.
Indifference where there are casualties
and “collateral damage” is dangerous
thinking. I think many people are
experiencing the same inner battle,
and I believe it is a necessary suffering. This war has two faces–– and so
do I.
The first face I wear shows that I
disagree politically, strategically and
morally with our military actions
against the sovereign nation Iraq.
The second face I wear bears the
respect I have for a single person serving as a firefighter in the armed forces.
I am proud and honored to call Jason
Layfield, my friend. He recently finished his third tour of duty since the
terrorist attacks of 9/11. He was stationed in Turkey for several months in
2002.
President Bush announced that he
had ordered the launch of an “attack of
opportunity” March 20, 2003. Jason
was deployed two months later to
Thumrait, Oman for an additional four
months. Jason returned in June that
same year, only to be sent to Baghdad
International Airport (BIA) the following May. Jason went into each tour
without complaint or excitement, but
with the solid determination to do his
job.
After listening to Jason’s accounts
of daily life, of what he endured, of

LESLEY
CHRISTIANSON

STAFF
ESSAY
what he witnessed, I began to feel
guilty for being so outspoken about
my opposition with the war. I questioned my right to challenge everything he had done in service of our
country. He told me of the welcoming
responses his unit received from the
Iraqi people, yet all I saw on television
or read in newspapers was reports of
insurgent activities.
Jason expressed his frustration at
the situation in Iraq during his first
tour of duty while the war was still
new, and “Mission Accomplished”
hadn’t been the biggest, saddest joke
in recent history.
“In all of this, though, what really
pisses me off, other than being shot at,
is the people,” Jason wrote. “The
majority of the population here really
is grateful. But why don’t they stand
up for themselves? I just don’t get it.”
As the war waged on and insurgent
activity increased, his letters and emails became less sardonic.
“Yeah, they’re shooting at us,” he
wrote. “I got to see what they’re shooting, holy sh-t. They’re leftover
120mm Russian rockets. They’re
about 8 inches in diameter and about
10 feet long. That one hit pretty damn
close too.”
In another correspondence, Jason
described an average day fighting fires

at BIA. It was difficult to read these
descriptions and not fear for his life,
not want to sympathize with him in
every way possible.
“About once or twice every day, I
sporadically jump out of my chair and
try to act like a carpet, all before you
can even think ‘bang,’ like some sort
of super human gravity trick,” Jason
wrote. “A very loud boom is followed
by my door rattling, dust falling from
places I could not even comprehend
dust could be, and there is a three to
five minute wavering tone. Someone
saying, ‘Take cover, alarm red!’ usually sets my movement off. You actually
get pretty complacent with the explosions. If you don’t feel like someone
just hit you in the chest with a sledge
hammer, then you pretty much just
continue with whatever you were
doing like nothing happened.”
It was accounts like these and
dozens more that planted the seed of
doubt in my mind. I was suspicious
about what I heard in the news, yet I
clung to my belief that our country
went headstrong into a war using miscalculations and false reports as justifications. I want desperately to believe
my dear friend, and the thousands like
him, are fighting a clear and noble war.
Thus, I fight with these conflicting
concepts and attempt to find some
middle ground.
I have gained perspective in this
war through the love of a friend. I
challenge people who find they are
discussing the political aspects of this
war but neglecting to mention the real
people involved. I trust we can set
aside our partisan snipes and political
agendas for a moment to reflect. I
challenge all of us to look through the
eyes of someone else–– and try on
another face.

REGINA
ECKES

STAFF
COLUMN

Penny stirs
up curiosity
and mystery
Yesterday morning, I stumbled
groggily out of bed towards the first
task of my routine: the bathroom, or
in my case, the place where miracles
happen and dreams come true.
You see, when I lifted the toilet
seat, I was greeted by the familiar
copper face of Abe Lincoln, year
1993, sitting at the bottom of the
white bowl. I gasped in amazement.
Not only at the site of the penny
itself, but that Ole Abe had made yet
another cameo in my life.
This penny has become famous
since I moved into my apartment
this year. At first I was perplexed.
How often do you actually find
change in the couch cushions, let
alone in the toilet? I yelled for my
roommates to come see and we
stared at it as if it were an omen, like
the “Sandlot” boys staring at the
remains of the baseball whacked by
Benny “The Jet” Rodriguez.
But the toilet is a toilet is a toilet,
and we had to do our thing, so Mr.
President was flushed out of my life.
Chalking it up to just a strange incident, I forgot about the penny - until
it reappeared two days later!
Ever since, Lincoln has come
and gone in unpredictable intervals.
Sometimes I find him after a few
hours, other times he doesn’t show
up for days. Until yesterday morning, it had been several weeks and I
was starting to get worried, but the
ole trooper surfaced and gave new
meaning to my morning.
It seems strange that finding the
exact same penny in my toilet every
now and then brings me happiness.
And I probably take the penny too
seriously. I’m always wondering,
what does the penny mean? Is there
any significance that it’s a penny,
not a nickel, and that it’s from 1993,
not 1994? And where did it even
come from? (Hmmm, maybe I’ll
scratch that last question).
The answers probably come
from the technicalities of plumbing,
not from a higher power trying to
send me a message of any importance. Regardless, the reappearing
penny is an odd blip on my radar, a
unique quirk that makes my life different than yours and for that I’m
grateful.

OPINIONS

Bush-bashers
are ignorant

I can’t express how happy I am
that George W. Bush is our president
for four more years. He expresses
courage, persistence, and compassion
in the White House. This president
also represents strong morals and a
strong faith. He is a wonderful president, and I am looking forward to the
upcoming years.
Now, to the University Chronicle,
you say that you do not print factual
errors, but I have news for you. I was
getting used to the Bush-bashing in
our school paper and coming to terms
with how ignorant you all are, but I
just read an article in the commentary
section that was so far from the truth,
I just couldn’t take it anymore. It was
titled “Bush win sparks fear for family.” This guy claims that because the
people of America are trusting their
moral values, they are making the
wrong decision. Well, wake up my
small-minded friend, but this country
was founded on some wonderful
moral values and there is nothing
wrong with keeping it that way. The
president and his administration are
not forcing religious values down anyone's throats. Part of what is great
about this country is that you can have
your own religion without being persecuted for it. So if you are able to
make your opinion known about religion, shouldn’t the president be able
to? What happened to freedom of
speech? The Bible may not be the
Constitution, but the Constitution has
Christian-based ideas in it. Nobody’s
religion is interfering with your
American rights.
This guy also spoke of partial-birth
abortions. Doesn't every baby have a
chance to live? I would love it if this
country would ban abortion, but it
won’t.
By the way, about stem cell
research it has not been banned, the
government just is not increasing
funding to it anymore. President
George W. Bush has put in more
money to stem cell research then any
other president has. You should really
get your facts straight before you
regurgitate false information. Another
topic came up in this letter about gay
marriage. Well, that decision is in the
hands of the states, not the federal
government. If you watched the election at all or did any research, the
option for allowing gay marriage was
on the ballots of eleven states in this
country and they all got denied by a
landslide.
President Bush has never said to
Americans that we will not have
social security when we retire. Social
security has been in trouble long
before President Bush became presi-

dent. He has said that there is a problem and that they are doing everything
not to have it be a problem.
Finally, the war on terror. I have
spoken to many soldiers and they are
proud to be over there because they
know it is the right thing. How are
you, a civilian, going to say that we
should not be dealing with terrorists?
Stop blaming the Bush administration for everything, and start taking
responsibility
for
yourselves.
President Bush was re-elected because
myself and the majority of people in
this country know that he deserves
four more years.

Heather Daudt
Junior
Mass Communications

Reason lost
in Palmquist
‘translation’
I am writing in response to Mr.
Palmquist’s letter from the November
8, 2004 issue of the Chronicle.
Palmquist clearly lacks any sort of
grasp of the issues he intends to vilify.
He seems to suggest that we ought
to avoid discussion of some of the
most important issues of life and death
should we seem (to him) to be whining. Perhaps I may aid him in understanding the importance of the issues
at hand, which he brings light of.
The first issue he brings up is criticism of the man in the White House.
Palmquist suggests that the goal of
those who vocally disagree with
Bush’s policies is to capture some sort
of historic significance, rather than
work for social change. This is simply
ridiculous and baseless and I don’t feel
I need to address it further.
The second issue he brings up is
the Swisshelm marker on campus. No
one has ever asserted that the
Swisshelm marker “is intended as a
fascist monument.” It was not discovered that Swisshelm was an advocate
of eradicating Native American peoples until after a marker was put up
commemorating her progressive
deeds. Is it not reasonable to reconsider memorializing an individual who is
discovered to be a violent racist
despite her work as a feminist and
abolitionist?
The third issue I have with Mr.
Palmquist’s article is one that offends
me to no end. He suggests that victims
of racism, homophobia, transphobia,
and xenophobia wish to be persecuted
to “feel special.” NO ONE wishes to
be victims of these prejudices, Mr.
Palmquist, and it is a great offense for
you to suggest that those issues are

irrelevant.
I feel as though I should remind
Mr. Palmquist that the Chronicle (and
by extent its writers and editors) has
generally offered objective stories in
regards to the issues he brings up.
Where he ought to direct his criticism
is towards the opinions presented in
the aptly titled “Opinions” section of
the paper. But I would also like to note
that the majority of the opinions printed are in line with his apparent point
of view, so I find myself wondering
what it is that has him so upset.
I believe Mr. Palmquist (and all of
us, for that matter) would do well for
himself if he intends to offer intelligent criticism in the future by, perhaps, considering reasonable arguments against a point of view, rather
than simply attempting to belittle
those who offer that point of view.

Matthew Robert Anderson
Junior
Sociology

Liberal label
in question
A quick response to last
Thursday’s letter, “Where are my fellow Republicans?”
I think that is a relevant question. I
would first like to thank the writer for
recognizing the College Dems and the
hard work that the organization has
put into the previous election.
Second, I would like to point out
that our presence on campus was not
“force feeding liberal ideas down anyone’s throat.” Any organization on
campus is able to table when they
wish and what they wish. The College
Dems and the College Republicans
have equal opportunity to table in
Atwood and hand out information
about whatever they choose to support. If anyone feels that the College
Republicans were not present, that
was the organizations choice.
Is SCSU a liberal campus? I think
we should all consider some issues
that have recently surfaced on campus,
and then ask that question again.
I personally am proud to attend a
school where I am allowed to express
my feelings and my individuality and
I love that everyone else has that same
opportunity to be able to express
themselves in ways that they choose. I
also hope that everyone continues to
use their voices and takes the opportunities they have to express their feelings!

Cassandra Bixler
Communication Studies
Sophomore
E-mail your letters to letters@universitychronicle.com or drop them off at our office, Stewart Hall 13.
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Fallujah strike
misses real
objectives
As of Wednesday, U.S. forces
were three days into their invasion of
Fallujah, also called “the symbol of
Iraq’s resistance.”
This next sentence may sound
familiar: The U.S. military reported
that they swept through Fallujah
with less resistance than expected.
Considering that this reoccurrence of overestimated resistance
and findings seems to be the theme
of this war on Iraq/terrorism, the fact
that even “the symbol of Iraq’s resistance” has been a pushover thus far
shouldn’t surprise anyone.
One of the major goals of this
invasion was to avenge the failure of
2000 U.S. Marines who tried to
occupy the area in April, but let
numerous groups of insurgents
escape, only to attack U.S. bases
elsewhere. So this time, the U.S. military sealed off bridges, roads and
any other access to the city.
However, Marine Major General
Richard Natonski, commander of the
Fallujah operation, and Iraqi Prime
Minister Ayad Allawi gave plenty of
warning that the assault was going to
take place in order to give residents
time to evacuate. This is understandable and fair. Only this time, numerous groups of insurgents reportedly
fled the city weeks ago as well.
The Associated Press reported
images of U.S. troops walking down
the street shooting every car, and
even every dog in sight in fear of
booby traps and bombs. Reportedly,
the bulk of the resistance the U.S.
military has faced have come from
groups of three to five guerrillas
fighting for self-preservation rather
than for a large organized militant
group.
Troops have now occupied 70
percent of Fallujah. Yet the obvious
and significant questions still loom:
Did they accomplish their goal of
trapping and preventing insurgents
from attacking U.S. soldiers in other
areas? Have they found any
hostages, Jordanian terror mastermind Abu Musab al-Zarqawi or any
weapons of mass destruction? Not
yet, but you can bet that the population of stray dogs and Geo Metros
will be hurting.
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Give credit to SCSU volleyball defensive
specialist Megan Hardy and football players
Jason and Ryan Koch, Lucas Leaon, Dan
Kaczor, Mark Henderson, Philip Hedlof and
Scott Dirkes.All were recently named to the
All-NCC Academic team.
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Wrestling opens ‘04 season
Derek Sullivan
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

The good thing about freshmen
is they eventually become sophomores.
The 2003-2004 SCSU roster was
filled with 13 freshmen and the
Huskies finished with a disappointing 1-8 record, including a 0-5
North Central Conference record.
Senior Nathan Schut said the
young wrestlers have developed in
the offseason.
“We had a lot of guys red-shirting last year, and (this fall) they
have come in and worked hard,”
Schut said. “It is really starting to
pay off.”
Shane Tappe said the Huskies
have begun practice with a positive
attitude.
“This atmosphere this year compared to (last season) is completely
different,” Tappe said. “Everyone is
working hard and doing whatever is
necessary to get better.”
Most of last year’s first-year
wrestlers redshirted and spent the
season practicing and lifting
weights. Schut said the coaching
staff worked with the new wrestlers
to develop skills necessary for college wrestling.
“College wrestling is a whole
different style from high school,”

Schut said. “You need to develop a
college wrestling style. You need to
go 100 percent the whole time or
you are going to get beat.”
SCSU opened their 2004 season
at
the
Warren
Williamson
Daktronics Open at Frost Arena.
Eight Huskies wrestled in the
15-team tournament. Redshirt
freshman Zach Thein compiled at
4-1 record to finish fifth in the 165pound weight class.
The Sauk Rapids native defeated
Matt Mraz (5-4) and pinned Erin
Hume, both from Iowa Central
Community College. In the consolation finals, Thein posted a 4-0
shutout of Dirk Verplank from Dana
(Neb.), and won the fifth-place
match against Matt England from
Northern State (3-1).
Freshman Brent Johnson opened
his college career with two tough
losses. The first-year wrestler lost
to Kurt Smith from Southwest
Minnesota State (3-2) and was
defeated by David Cunningham
from North Dakota State (11-4).
The Huskies showed their depth
at 141 pounds, signing up three
wrestlers. Only Shane Tappe picked
up a victory. The sophomore went
2-3 in the tournament, including a
10-2 victory over Josh Bauer of
Mary (N.D.). Sophomore Tom
Messerli and freshman Ben Fjoser
lost both matches.

Redshirt
freshman
Adam
Landherr compiled a 1-2 record at
157 pounds. The Austin native
opened the tournament with a pin
against Brandon Isreals of Iowa
Central Community College.
Unfortunately, Landherr lost his
next two matches.
The Huskies had their best
showing at 165 pounds. Senior Nate
Schut compiled a 3-2 record. The
four-year performer shut out
Derrick Pomranky from Minnesota
West Community College (11-0).
After losing in the second round,
Schut won two wrestleback matches against Jamie Wagner from
Augustana (9-3) and defeated Skip
Toops of Minnesota StateMoorhead (2-1).
Lukas Pohlmeier posted a 2-2
record at 184 pounds. The senior
defeated Kevin Drake from Iowa
Central Community College (13-3)
and Levi Krehmeyer of South
Dakota State (7-1).
The Huskies open the home season with the SCSU Invitational on
Dec. 11.
The schedule includes NCC
powers Augustana and NebraskaOmaha.
“Every match is going to be a
battle,” Schut said. “Everyone is
beatable, and we are working hard
and doing everything we can to
win.”

MATT KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

SCSU sophomore wrestler Shane Tappe perfects special takedown
methods Wednesday evening in the Halenbeck Hall Fieldhouse.

Playoff game renews rivalry with UND
Eric Stromgren
STAFF WRITER

After the Huskies’ football game
last Saturday in Duluth, the Huskies
did not know where they would be
playing this weekend in the first
round of the Division II playoffs.
“There were a lot of scenarios
going through your head,” head coach
Randy Hedberg said. “We wanted to
host and not go out on the road::, and
we knew we had a chance.”
Thanks to Nebraska-Omaha’s loss
to MSU-Mankato in Mankato, the
Huskies moved up in the regional
rankings and on Sunday the team
learned there would be one more
game in Husky Stadium this season.
The Huskies drew the number four
seed in the Northwest Region and will

take on fifth-seeded University of
North Dakota at 1 p.m. Saturday. The
game will mark the first SCSU playoff appearance since 1989 when the
Huskies defeated Augustana, 27-20,
in the first round before losing to
Mississippi College, 55-24.
“At first they (ESPN News) made
a mistake and said we would be playing up there,” junior defensive end
Charlie Cosgrove said. “But I’m just
glad to still be playing. I’m excited to
get out there.”
The game on Saturday will be the
11th overall NCAA playoff appearance for both teams and fourth in six
years for UND. Last year UND
played in the National Championship
game and lost to this year’s No. 6
seed, Grand Valley State, 10-3.
In 2002, the Sioux were NCAA

Div. II national champions.
“It’s a big step forward for our
program, we have been knocking on
the door for a couple of years,” said
Hedberg, on the playoff appearance.
“Now that we have our foot in the
door, it is real, real, satisfying.”
The last time the two teams met
was on Oct. 2, when the Huskies beat
the Sioux 21-17 in front of the first
sellout crowd at Husky Stadium and
for the first time in St. Cloud since
1983. The Sioux leads the all-time
series record 22-4.
It will also be the first time the two
teams meet in the playoffs Saturday.
“We know as much about each
other as you possibly can,” Hedberg
said.
It is no secret the Sioux have a
strong defense. UND is ranked first

overall in the country in scoring
defense, allowing a mere 10.5 points
per game. The Sioux are fifth in total
defense, allowing 250.6 yards per
game.
The Sioux have also held quarterbacks to 85.4 average rating this season and have held opposing tailbacks
to 88 yards per game.
The Huskies have a strong offense
to counter UND’s stifling defense.
Harlon Hill candidate Matt Birkel led
the NCC in rushing during the regular
season with 1,588 yards and 18 touchdowns. Quarterback Dan Kaczor
153.3 efficiency rating leads the conference’s top passing attack, which
averages 225.7 yards per game.
The Huskies’ defense leads the
league with a plus eight turnover margin.

“It’s not going to be a game where
the teams are going to put up 30 or 40
point.” Cosgrove said. “It’s going to
come down to the basics, who plays
harder and who wants it more.”
Hedberg believes the key to the
game rests in which team will win the
battle of field position.
“UND likes to play a punting
game and pin you down in your own
end,” Hedberg said. “Back in October
we were able to handle most of that.”
The winner of Saturday’s game
will travel to Houghton, Mich. to face
No. 1. Michigan Tech Nov. 20 in the
second round. The MTU Huskies
were undefeated this season until last
year’s national champion, Grand
Valley State, handed them their first
loss of the season last weekend.
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Huskies return home to NHC
Ben Birnell
SPORTS EDITOR

Two weeks after the Huskies put
up 17 goals in a weekend rout over Ivy
League opponents Princeton and Yale
and a much-needed week off, it is back
to work for the Husky men’s hockey
team this weekend as they take on the
Michigan Tech Huskies.
Huskies head coach Craig Dahl
said the week off came at the right
time for the team.
“I thought (the time off) has been
going good,” Dahl said. “I think the
players are anxious to get back to
competition. It was good that we had
the bye week when we did. Hopefully
it refreshed everybody and we can get
back in the swing of things.”
Friday’s opening series game will
mark the first time in almost a month
since SCSU has played on the
National Hockey Center ice. The
Huskies have had one home series this
season, with three of their first four
series’ on the road since beginning the
season in early October.
Five weeks into the schedule, Dahl
is still seeing promise in his young,
underclassmen players. Contribution
from the younger players is something
that Dahl believes the team needs in
order to be successful.

Thus far, Dahl has not had to keep
a close eye on forward Andrew
Gordon who leads the team with six
goals and three assists and is tied for
the team lead with junior Billy Hengen
who has four goals and five assists.
Nate Dey and Aaron Brocklehurst
scored their first collegiate goals,
while Matt Hartman had his first collegiate assist against the Tigers. At
Yale, Hartman scored his first college
goal, while Brocklehurst added his
first assist as a Husky.
“They are getting better,” Dahl
said. “Anytime they play games they
are getting better. Unfortunately, we
have not been able to play as many as
we like. I can see the progress some of
them have made in a month. We look
to play a few more of those freshmen
this weekend.”
Also on the plus side for the
Huskies, the upperclassmen have also
made their presence known on the ice.
Junior Joe Jensen and senior captain
Dave Iannazzo are third and fourth on
the scoring list with eight and seven
assists, respectively. However, Dahl is
still looking for more production from
other upperclassmen players. Hengen,
a graduate of Holy Angels High
School, had one goal and four assists
in the win over Princeton Oct. 29, with
five points ranking second in the

SCSU record books for most points in
a game. He came back to score two
more goals and set up another in the
victory at Yale the next night. For his
performance, Hengen was named Red
Baron WCHA Offensive Player of the
Week for Nov. 1-7.
“I think Billy had a great weekend,” Dahl said. “But we would like to
see more offense from our seniors. I
always tell our players that if you are
not getting chances, you need to be
concerned, because you’re not getting
to places where the puck is on your
stick.”
Another aspect that was up in the
air when the season began was that of
the goaltending situation. To the happiness of many,
sophomore
Tim
Boron and junior
Jason Montgomery
have each had their
times to shine and
performed decently.
Boron has seen
more time between
Tim
the pipes playing in
Boron
five games this season, owning a 91 percent saves percentage. Boron also posted his first
collegiate shutout in the win at Yale
with 26 saves. Montgomery has

played in four games this year and has
a 92 percent saves percentage.
Dahl said nothing is set in stone at
the present time, but stated he hopes to
play Boron Friday and Montgomery
Saturday.
“You cannot really argue with
either one of them, they have both
done a good job,” Dahl said.
SCSU welcomes the MTU
Huskies to the NHC this weekend.
MTU comes off a 6-6 tie and a 6-3 loss
to Northern Michigan last weekend.
Jamie Russell, a former MTU
player, is in his second season at the
helm in Houghton, Mich. Junior forward Chris Conner returns after posting 25 goals and 14 assists in 2003-04,
while senior forward Colin Murphy
ranked second on the team with 15
goals and 17 assists.
“They are a team that no matter
what year we have played them, they
have a been a hard working team,”
Iannazzo said. “They have three to
five guys with tremendous skill.
Conner and Murphy are two guys that
were going to have watch out for.”
Dahl said he believes there is a bit
of parody in the league, meaning on
any given night anything can happen.
Alaska-Anchorage sweeping nationally ranked University of MinnesotaDuluth last weekend is a prime exam-

ple of what he is talking about.
“Anybody in this league, on any
given weekend, can beat anybody, that
is just the way it is going to be. That
means that you cannot get too high
when you win two and you cannot get
too low when you lose two,” Dahl
said.
Iannazzo said this weekend series
is important for the Huskies as they sit
one point behind MSU-Mankato in the
standings.
“It is a huge series,” Iannazzo said.
“Any conference weekend is a big
weekend. The points matter now just
as much as they do at the end of the
season.”

Malone returns

Pittsburgh Penguins player and
former SCSU star Ryan Malone came
back to his old stomping grounds last
weekend to prepare and train before he
went to Europe to play hockey during
the National Hockey League lockout.
Dahl said some of the players liked
having Malone around because he has
played in the NHL, something that
Dahl said is a big deal for some of the
players.
“Just watching his skill and how he
handles the puck and the way he sees
the ice is pretty unreal,” Iannazzo said.

Playoff hopes remain intact with win
Ryan Atkins
STAFF WRITER

Coming off the momentum of
upsetting University of South Dakota
and University of Nebraska-Omaha
coming from behind to win the matches while on the road this past weekend,
SCSU continued that trend, coming
from behind once again on the road
beating Southwest Minnesota State
Tuesday evening in Marshall.
SCSU avenged a four-set loss to
the Mustangs Oct. 19 by winning 3-1.
Similar to the weekend victories,
SCSU was down after losing the first
game 30-22.
But true to their form all season,
the Huskies came from behind using
teamwork and high intensity to win
the next three games 30-25, 30-20, and
30-24 giving them the victory over the
Mustangs, ranked No. 7 in the NCAA
Division II North Central poll. The top
eight teams are invited to the playoffs.
Junior Angie Mayers was pleased
that the team was able to show the
Mustangs how well SCSU can play.
“It’s very satisfying to come out
with a win. We showed them how we
can play with them,” Mayers said.
Despite being down a game to each
of the past three opponents, head

coach Patricia Mickow does not
understand why people have gotten so
excited being down one game with
the quality of opponents they have
faced.
“It’s funny, this is a game of
momentum and everyone seems to be
very concerned of losing one game,”
Mickow said. “Everyone we’ve been
playing is in the top five or six of the
region and are receiving national ranking votes. These opponents are going
to make good plays. The important
thing is not to get down and to keep
our composure. We have the ability to
be down by a game
and to comeback.”
Mayers agreed
with her coach on
the ability the
Huskies have maintaining their composure during the
match.
“With our team
we don’t panic. We
Angie
Mayers look at what we
need to do in the
next game, and try not to panic,”
Mayers said. “We come back harder
and more aggressive.”
With no player standing above the
other, many members of the SCSU

volleyball team stepped up with big
contributions.
Mayers led the way for the Huskies
with 14 kills and 13 block assists.
Senior Leah Herrboldt had 12 kills and
15 digs. Lindsey Gothe had 10 kills
and 17 digs. Jamie Schlagel had 12
kills and two service aces in the match.
Megan Hardy contributed with 18
digs. Marcia Ankrum and Monica
Ashburn had 31 and 21 set assists,
respectively.
SCSU was seeded eighth in the
North Central Poll on Nov. 3, but has
since won three matches since giving
them an overall record of 19-10, 7-4
NCC.
The 19 victories are the most
SCSU has had since 1998, when they
finished the season 16-13.
Despite being near the cut-off point
of being invited to the playoffs Mayers
said the team cannot worry about
where they may or may not be seeded.
“Where we are ranked can’t be a
concern,” Mayers said. “Wherever we
are ranked is where we are ranked and
we’ll played our hardest from there.”
SCSU is third in the conference
behind the University of MinnesotaDuluth (20-4, 8-2) and USD (16-12, 82).
With a victory Saturday evening at

Halenbeck Hall over USD, the
Huskies will equal their win total set in
1996.
As SCSU surges, Mickow is happy
about the steps the Huskies have taken
this year and how they continue to battle.
“They start to believe in themselves and go out and do not regret
anything. We (the coaches) believe in
them (players),” Mickow said.
With one final game left against
USD (who SCSU defeated last weekend) Mickow is not overlooking the
Coyotes.
“This team is not in any position to
overlook anyone and they know that,”
Mickow said.

Special Honors

Mayers was named NCC Player
of the Week following two great
performances in crucial victories
over USD, and UNO.
Mayers converted on .368 of her
kill attempts in the two matches
combining for 28 for the weekend.
She had 14 each match. During the
games she averaged 3.11 kills, and
0.89 blocks.
At this point, the junior ranks
third on the team with 251 kills, and
first with 139 total blocks.

Mickow is proud of the way
Mayers has stepped up and assisted
the Huskies to victories over USD
and UNO.
“Angie has done a nice job. I
don’t single people out very often.
Everyone is worth individual recognition,” Mickow said. “She is very
deserving.”
Mayers was very pleased about
the honor but gives her teammates
the credit.
“It’s a great honor. There’s good
athletes in the conference,” she
said. “But it shows how well our
team has played. Anyone could
have been given the award. I couldn’t have done it without them.”
Senior Megan Hardy has been
selected as one of 16 players selected to the All-NCC Academic team.
Hardy was an honorable mention
last season.
Hardy, a defensive specialist and
team captain, has played in 79
games leading the team in 410 digs,
averaging 5.19 a game.
Senior Leah Herrboldt and
Mayers were given honorable mentions as part of the All-Conference
Academic team.
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Sporting

Events

FRIDAY
■ Women’s Hockey vs. Wayne
State University at 2:05 p.m.
■ Men’s Hockey vs. Michigan
Tech at 7:05 p.m.
■ Men’s Basketball exhibition
at the University of MinnesotaTwin Cities at Williams Arena at
7 p.m. Game can be heard on
88.1 FM KVSC radio or by
going to kvsc.org..

SATURDAY
■ Women’s Hockey vs. Wayne
State University at 2:05 p.m.
■ Men’s Hockey vs. Michigan
Tech at 7:05 p.m.
■ Swimming and Diving at
University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point at 2 p.m.
■ Football vs. University of
North Dakota at 1 p.m. at Husky
Stadium. Tickets for the playoff
game on sale at the SCSU
Athletic Office. Ticket prices are
$15 for adults and $5 for all
SCSU students.
■ Women’s Volleyball vs.
University of South Dakota at
Halenbeck Hall at 7 p.m. Game
can be heard on 88.1 FM KVSC
radio or by going to kvsc.org..
■ Wrestling at the Bison Open
at 9 a.m.

MONDAY
■ Men’s Basketball at U of MCrookston at 7 p.m.
■ Women’s Basketball at
Bemidji State Univ. at 6 p.m.

Sports
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Young players look to help
Joshua Fox
STAFF WRITER

The Huskies have had a rough
start to their season, but the team has
agreed with hard work they can
change that.
The women’s hockey team currently has record of 2-7-1. But firstyear player Laura Fast said they are
far from throwing the season away.
“It is disappointing that we are
not winning. But we are still working
hard to try to win. It is not like we are
just going to give up when we start
losing. We still have to go hard,” Fast
said.
The team hopes to bring its intensity up in order to get into the win
column this weekend.
“We are working on our intensity
and our work ethic, we got to give it
the full sixty (minutes),” sophomore
Bobbie Anderson said.
Senior captain Tina Ciraulo also
has been talking to her team, telling
them with hard work and not taking
any team lightly they can get back
into the win column.
“We can’t take off a game, we
have to go in hard and try to come
out with two wins, we can’t go in
lightly,” Ciraulo said.
Head coach Jason Lesteberg
believes that all the hard work is

going to pay off for the team and
although the puck hasn’t been bouncing their way as of late, the system is
not to blame. He joked that he made
sure the team was saying their
prayers. This week in practice the
team worked on scoring drills.
“We have worked on a lot of different small stuff, some small games,
some in tight shooting for the forwards, a lot of attack stuff to create
o f f e n s e , ”
Lesteberg said.
Ciraulo helps
to instill the discipline and concepts
needed for the
team to be successful. As she
always
has,
Ciraulo leads by
example, working
Laura
hard in practice to
Fast
inspire her team.
“We have just
got to dig down in front of the net
more and get more opportunities. We
are not getting the opportunities we
should be, and once we get it everyone needs to crash the net,”
Lesteberg said. “She is confident that
even though all she asking for from
her team is a little more effort, the
difference will lead to more goals.”
The team will be at home for the

“It is disappointing that we are not winning. But
we are still working hard to try and win. It is not
like we are just going to give up when we start
losing. We still have to go hard. ”
Laura Fast
FIRST-YEAR FORWARD
first time in back-to-back weekends
this season. Lesteberg said this gives
his team a boost.
“We have been on the road a lot
this year, it is always good to play at
home, both of our ice sheets are
Olympic ice so it is an advantage to
us because we always play on
Olympic, sometimes we go on the
road and it is a disadvantage,”
Lesteberg said.
Another first for the season is that
the Huskies will be matched up
against a non-conference opponent.
Many times a team will use a nonconference weekend to get young
players on the ice or to try out a new
style of play, but this time Lesteberg
is more concerned with getting a
couple of wins.

“We don’t care who we are playing, we need to go into the game the
same way as any other game,”
Lesteberg said.
The gravity of the team’s upcoming games has been told to the players, and they have responded by not
getting distracted by statistics many
have not even looked at Wayne
State’s record (3-5-2).
Lesteberg has told his players that
this series is as important as any this
season and that there is a lot of pressure for the team to perform well and
the they are well aware of the importance of this series.
“We have to go into the weekend
with the same attitude, we have to
give it all or go home,” Anderson
said.

Exhibition sparks conflict of interest
Nearly three years ago to the
day, I wrote one of my first sports
articles for the University
Chronicle.
It was about the slim possibility
of the SCSU basketball team playing in an exhibition against the
University of Minnesota Gophers,
and more specifically, how I
thought the Huskies would give the
boys from “The Barn” a run for
their money.
That 2001-02 season, the
Huskies were led by senior center
Rado Rancik and were ranked No. 8
in the Div. II preseason polls, while
the Gophers were still developing a
raw program aimed at freshman
Rick Rickert in head coach Dan
Monson’s third year.
After watching Morningside
(Div. II) drop a close game to Big
12 power Iowa State 102-97 in
overtime, and a mediocre (Div. II)
UMD team play the Gophers close
in an eventual 67-59 loss, I had no
reason to bite my tongue.
The story that was not told was
why I wrote it. Sure, I wanted to see
the Huskies get the opportunity
they deserved to benefit their program. It only seemed fair that the
Gophers challenge a GOOD Div. II

BOBBY
HART
STAFF
COLUMN
team.
But mainly, it was out of pure
jealousy in my heart that I had
developed with the conclusion of a
situation stemming from an unexpected phone call I received in my
dorm room in January 2001.
On the other end, courtesy of a
calling card from Pennsylvania,
was my close friend Brent (not trying to sound like Sid Hartman),
who was playing basketball for St.
Francis P.A. (Northeast Conf. Div.
I).
After growing up together since
elementary school, it was obvious
that this conversation was not going
to be a good one.
After weeks of dancing around
the idea, he made it blatant that he
wanted out of depressing small
town St. Francis life, and his num-

ber one priority was to play somewhere closer to home in Minnesota.
SCSU and the University of
Minnesota were the most likely
options.
After the Huskies’ game the next
night, I found myself playing the
role of an agent in assistant coach
Matt Reimer’s office.
He told me they were interested,
but since Brent had not yet been
technically released from St.
Francis, it was against NCAA rules
for the SCSU coaching staff to have
any contact with him. He finally got
his release after his season was over
and was able to talk to coaches
from SCSU and the U of M himself
about specific terms.
His final decision to walk onto
the Gophers was like a slap in the
face.
It was not only the thought that
he’d immediately be a big contributor at SCSU without having to sit
out a year (due to Div. I-to-Div. II
transfer rules) that irked me, but
after elementary school, junior
high, and high school together, he
destroyed the chance of us going to
the same college for some silly
dream to play for a Big Ten school
that happens to be SCSU’s rival (in

hockey terms anyway).
Thanks to the raw journalistic
integrity (or lack there of) I had at
the time, the slightly slanted article
(that Brent called “poster-board
material”) I wrote three years ago
was a direct consequence of me
being salty.
As the years have gone by, it is
fair to say I’ve made my peace with
that situation.
It turns out, things have a funny
way of working out after all.
Brent's decision sparked one of
my first articles in an ongoing pursuit for a career in sports writing.
He’s now a senior starting
guard/forward and captain of the
Gophers, and wouldn’t you know,
the Gophers and Huskies will finally meet for the first time in both
school’s history Friday night in an
exhibition game at Williams Arena.
I still do not know exactly how
I’ll feel while attending the game,
or what hat I’ll wear, for that matter.
Is it a conflict of interest?
Absolutely.
But it would take a muzzle and a
quart of muscle relaxants to wipe
the smile off my face.
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As the clock approached midnight Tuesday, gamers wait outside of Gamestop on Division Street for a copy of “Halo 2.” Gamestop had nearly 600 copies in stock to prepare
for the midnight release. Early estimates predict “Halo 2” will crest $125 million in total revenue by the end of the week.

‘Halo 2’ release attracts hype
Eric Stromgren
STAFF WRITER

One of the most highly anticipated
video games of the holiday season
went on sale just after midnight
Tuesday with fanfare, screaming and
smiles all around.
Across the nation, devoted gamers
lined up at nearly 7,000 stores
Tuesday night to be the first joystick
junkies to get their hands on Bungie
Software’s “Halo 2,” the sequel to the
best selling Xbox game “Halo:
Combat Evolved.”
“It’s by far the biggest release in
video game history,” said Ben
Hatfield, store manager of Electronics
Boutique at Crossroads Mall. “We
have about four times as much
reserves on ‘Halo 2’ than any other
game.”
At Crossroads Tuesday, the line
started outside at the entrance to
Grizzly’s and stretched along the

building to the Sears entrance. At
Gamestop on Division Street, about
300 people waited in line.
Pre-sales nationally on “Halo 2”
have already reached the neighborhood of 1.5 million, which means in
the first day of availability, the game
was projected to generate $75 million
dollars in total revenue. However, that
figure may have been a conservative
estimate, and Peter Moore,
Microsoft’s corporate vice president
of home entertainment, released a
statement Wednesday saying that early
estimates were closer to the $100 million plateau.
Locally, game retailers have seen a
historically high demand for the new
release. Electronics Boutique, in the
mall, had 350 copies on reserve for
Tuesday morning’s release, and
Gamestop had close to 600.
One gamer had “Halo 2” reserved
at Electronics Boutique as early as
September of 2003.
SCSU first-year student Steve

Thureringer and Jonathan Lokken set
aside every Wednesday to get together
and play the original “Halo,” and both
had “Halo 2” on reserve for nearly a
year.
“We’ve been waiting quite a
while,” said Thureringer on the
game’s release. “We played the first
one so much our Xbox broke.”
It is gamers like Thureringer and
Lokken who have been apart of both
“Halo’s” and, arguably, the Xbox console’s success. About five million
copies of “Halo: Combat Evolved”
have been sold since its release in
November 2001.
“Halo 2” is a story-driven, action
shooter game featuring multiple
weapons, vehicles and scenarios.
Unlike the original “Halo,” “Halo 2”
is fully supported on Xbox Live. On
Xbox Live, up to 16 players can compete against each other while using
voice messaging and players can form
clan groups with other gamers as well
as download additional content.

SCSU sophomore Alex Lovera
enjoys playing the game because he
can keep in touch with other friends
who go to different schools or live in
different cities.
“Something different happens
every time,” said Lovera on the original “Halo.” “There’s nothing like
beating your friends, and that’s the
best part— it never gets old.”
Other “Halo 2” features include
new vehicles, new weapons, destructible environments and an improved
artificial intelligence.
“I’m excited to start stealing vehicles,
Banshees
definitely,”
Thureringer said.
The buzz for “Halo 2” started long
ago. The game was originally slated
for release last fall, but delays from
Bungie Studios forced the game back
to Christmas 2003. After working out
some technical problems, Bungie
again pushed back the release date to
February 2004 and eventually told
consumers they would have to wait

until this fall.
“It was okay,” Thureringer said on
the wait. “I hope they worked out the
bugs and it will hopefully be less
glitchy.”
But some did not wait that long.
Last month, a pirated beta version of
“Halo 2” from France appeared on
Internet file-sharing networks. Some
retailers chose to sell copies before
Tuesday’s release and those copies
found their way onto eBay. The collector's edition of the game, which
retails for $55, was selling for as much
as $265.
For Thureringer and Lokken, even
a calculus test in the morning did not
stop them from intending to play into
the wee hours of the morning.
As for Lovera, who took a special
nap during the day, he will be playing
with fifteen of his friends Tuesday
morning.
“I’ll be up until my eyes hurt,” he
said.
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Proper etiquette boosts odds
Sally Kane
STAFF WRITER

Understanding proper etiquette
and dress can be a critical ingredient
for a successful career.
Business people, professionals and
job applicants that project a wellrounded image can reflect a more productive, more dynamic professional.
Even more importantly, projecting a
polished image can be a potential
deciding factor when interviewing for
jobs.
Tuesday in Atwood, representa-

tives from Wells Fargo Financial,
Philip Morris, General Mills and
American Express participated in a
dining etiquette and professional dress
event. The executives visited SCSU
with a future SCSU professionals in
mind.
The event was co-sponsored by the
Career Development Council and
Career Services and its goal was to
give students a chance to learn proper
etiquette while interacting with actual
employers. The program included a
social with employers, and a four
course meal, as well as instruction on

dining, dress and business etiquette.
To top the night off, there was a
fashion show featuring business
accessories and clothing attire donated
by a local business. The event has
been conducted at SCSU on an annual basis for quite some time; however,
this year there was a huge surge of student demand for the program. More
than 90 students participated, and
about 20 more were placed on a waiting list.
Brenda Dohmen, a fourth-year
SCSU student who attended the event
said the event taught some valuable

TIM GRUBER/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Students enjoy a four-course meal, while learning proper dress and dining etiquette Tuesday night at
the Cascade Room in Atwood Memorial Center.

lessons.
“It was a good experience being
able to talk to actual employers,”
Dohmen said. “It started to prepare me
for some of my possible future interviews.”
No matter where an interview
takes place, it is still an interview. If a
potential employer decides to interview an applicant over a meal at a
restaurant, table manners must be up
to par; they play an important part in
making a favorable impression. In
addition, information presented
Tuesday revealed that people’s actions
during a meal are visible signals of the
state of their overall manners, and
therefore, an important ingredient to
becoming a successful professional.
Whether having lunch with a
prospective employer or dinner with a
business associate, manners can speak
volumes about people. To illustrate
this point, students put on skits to
exhibit what not to do when dining
with other professionals.
Skit hints included always waiting
for your guest or other parties to arrive
before ordering meals, always standing when giving a firm handshake and
placing the napkin over your lap when
seated at the table.
Some other helpful ideas included
letting the other party order first and
never putting your elbows on the
table.
For those who enjoy lemons in
their beverages, always cupping your
hands over the fruit while squeezing it
into your glass to keep the juice from
squirting the person sitting across the
table.
The point was also stressed to not
leave cell phones on or nearby
because repeatedly glancing at it
makes a person look nervous.
Ashley Strom, a fourth-year student and president of the Career
Development Council said after a lot
of planning, the event progressed
smoothly.
“We have been planning the event
for almost a month, and it was rewarding to see other students getting the

chance to network with employers,”
Strom said. “I wish there were more
students that would have taken advantage of the opportunity.”
Along with proper dining etiquette, guests said professional dress
is also important and that first impressions really do count. A professional
who does not take the time to maintain
a professional appearance often does
not have the ability to perform adequately on the job. If an individual
looks and behaves like a highlytrained professional, they have a better
chance at winning the respect of valued clients, co-workers, and superiors.
However, it is just as important to
dress comfortably in a professional
setting; comfort is an important element of efficiency. A fresh haircut,
spit-shined shoes and a crisp black suit
go a long way in establishing a professional demeanor.
Rachael Hoffmann, a fifth-year
student at SCSU and employer relations director, said etiquette awareness
is something all students should be
schooled in.
“Students really should know how
important proper etiquette is,”
Hoffmann said. “I hope that more students will take advantage of (events)
like this held on campus.”
Inability to handle one’s self properly can really hurt in the long run.
The importance and significance of
proper etiquette is thousands of years
old and humans have known for thousands of years how quickly people
form opinions based solely upon
appearance. The first connection with
someone is critical to establishing a
relationship that will be financially
and socially beneficial.
Also, it is widely assumed that
manners have a direct link with a person’s bank account. That myth was
dispelled during Tuesday’s event. In
reality, there is almost no relationship
between manners and money.
Luckily for poor college kids, good
manners are free.

Foreign film festival concludes Monday
Nate Anderson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Monday’s showing of the South
Korean film “Spring, Summer, Fall,
Winter and Spring” was the sixth
film in the film studies department’s
2004 International Film Festival.
The film festival, which runs
through Nov. 15, screens films at 7
p.m. every Monday evening in the
Atwood Little Theatre.
“Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter
and Spring” tells the unique, comingof- age tale of a Buddhist monk who
guides his disciple though the rite of

passage from boyhood to manhood.
Directed by Kim-Ki-Duk, the
cyclic simplicity of the film pays
tribute to the sheltering and spiritual
presence of nature, but also acknowledges the temptations, dark impulses
and battle with inner demons of
human nature.
Film studies professor Phillipe
Costaglioli organized the film festival, which is a part of his World
Cinema classes. Costaglioli’s students meet for about two hours in
the classroom and then join the rest
of the audience in the theatre. After
each film, Costaglioli leads an infor-

mal discussion about the film’s intricacies.
“The film festival is deeply connected to the class,” Costaglioli said.
“I have been doing this for three
years now, and Brad (Chisholm)
started doing this ten years ago. We
have faithful attendees, not only the
students, but people from the community. People who know each other
and enjoy discussing the film, which
is an important aspect of the festival.”
Phillipe carefully chooses the
films with the class in mind first, but
also makes selections based on what

the wider audience would enjoy. The
selection process is an extensive and
complicated one.
“It is a personal choice that is
tempered by limitations and some
guidelines since I want to illustrate a
common theme,” Costaglioli said.
“(Before choosing) I start jotting
down themes and recent films I have
seen that would work well together.”
The films shown have come from
a wide range of countries including
Germany, Canada, Finland, France,
Russia and South Korea. The screening of the films has drawn steady
crowds, and Costaglioli said he has

been happy with the turnouts.
“The turnout for the festival has
been excellent,” Costaglioli said.
“The theatre has consistently (had)
three-quarters of the seats full. The
quantity is really satisfying, but also
the quality. We see the same people
coming back, it really builds a community.”
The film festival concludes Nov.
15 with a 7 p.m. showing of “Jacquot
De Nantes.” There will be an informal discussion following the film,
along with voting for the best film,
actor, actress, and director for the
film festival.
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Musicians-turned-actors Courtney Taylor and Anton Newcombe team up to deliver an independent film that chronicles the lifestyle of their careers as musicians. Directed by
Ondi Timoner,“DiG” is a reflection on being a celebrity during the 90’s, and opens Friday at Minneapolis’ Lagoon Cinema.

Indie film explores famous lives
I will always watch movies about
rock bands that drink too much, snort
too much coke and get into too many
backstage punch-ups. I will also
always watch celebrity sex tapes.
But if I could understand why all
of this is so interesting to me, so sad,
funny and fascinating, I might learn
how to be a celebrity. Because, as
this documentary about rival indie
rockers shows, celebrity isn’t about
who you know, but about what you
know about projecting who you are.
Connected by their abilities to
articulate ’60s psychedelia and ’70s
excess in bands which stormed
Portland and San Francisco in the
’90s, Anton Newcombe and
Courtney Taylor set out to conquer
the world.
Taylor’s “Dandy Warhols” found
moderate
success,
while
Newcombe’s “Brian Jonestown
Massacre” found rock bottom, again
and again and again and again. But
who knows what will happen now,
with their saga on the way to the sil-

JOHN
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ver screen.
Not just a distended episode of
“Behind the Music,” “DiG” is certainly the hippest and probably the
most entertaining film of the year,
but it’s also a crucial reflection on
celebrity in the ’90s.
“He was my best friend and greatest rival,” Taylor says of Newcombe
in a voice-over.
Indeed the two are opposites.
Newcombe raves into the camera,
“We’re taking your film over. We’re
going to start a revolution.” He
squeezes out entire albums in weeklong recording binges, does heroin,
reprimands his band on stage for

missing notes and comes off as an all
around atom bomb of a human being.
But then there’s the music. BJM
is primal, unrehearsed, as if
Newcombe only has to open his
mouth and let his uncanny connection to the ’60s pass through his body
like a trans-dimensional scream. In
one scene, he puts a song together
right before the camera, layer by
layer, constructing a slow-drift sonic
weave that really does sound like a
revolution.
Then there’s “Dandy’s” front man
Courtney Taylor. Sarcastically jabbing BJM’s antics from the voice
over track or slouched in retrospect
interview footage, Taylor is almost
more critic than musician. That’s to
say that he understands what he’s
doing and he knows that the ’60s
ended with a lot of dead rock stars.
Through the filter of history and with
plenty of wiggle room for their pop
sensibilities, the “Dandy’s” domesticate the riffs and the excess of the
’60s. They do drugs, but not too

many drugs. They write songs, but
they also write singles. This middle
ground is destined to make them look
boring, but it also makes Taylor the
perfect narrator.
Piggybacking on BJM’s tour bus,
Taylor quips reflexively “So you’ve
got a bunch of guys drinking too
much, smoking, doing dope, not
sleeping and not eating. Yeah, I don’t
think anyone’s going to get cranky
and fight.”
The “Dandy’s” often wave the
banner of normalcy. They maintain
that they had happy childhoods and
all their parents are still together.
They live within the frustrations of
the industry and in pretty well-kept
homes. They have done pretty well,
actually. They have created an alternative to the ’70s mantra of “too
much, too fast, great art, die.” Could
it be they have answered the timeless
question of “How can I be a great
artist and still be a decent person?”
Director Ondi Timoner is decidedly a child of the ’90s, a “Dandy” or

a “Warhol,” take your pick. And her
choice of Taylor as narrator supports
this bias. But where some critics see
the slanted perspective toward the
“Dandy’s” as a cheap shot, I see
unintentional balance. In letting
Taylor take the microphone, the
director has handed him a rope to
hang himself with. And there is no
questioning that he is a completely
arrogant hypocrite, loathable even
for how easily he takes to the role of
professional celebrity. But is there a
decided winner?
Since I have left the screening, I
have downloaded most of BJM’s catalogue (available on their web site
for free at www.brianjonestownmassacre.com) and I haven’t thought as
much about the “Dandys.”
Perhaps it is true that the winners
get to write history. But sometimes
the losers are more interesting.
“DiG” opens Friday at the
Lagoon Cinema in Minneapolis.
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HOUSING

SOUTH SIDE PARK
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments and rooms for rent. Call
Select Properties (320) 253-1154.
2 TO 10 BEDROOM
Homes for rent. Close to campus.
Call Select Properties. (320) 2531154.
WEST CAMPUS
4 bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low monthly rents. Call Select
Properties (320) 253-1154.
MAYNE ESTATES
4 Bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low rent rates. Call Select
Properties. (320) 253-1154.
CAMPUS EAST
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments and rooms for rent. Call
Select Properties. (320) 253-1154.
CHECK US OUT!
$200 a month 1-4 br’s avail.
Shared baths, close to hockey
arena. Heat, water, garbage paid!
9-12 month leases avail. now!
Laundry on-site. Secure bldg. Call
now! (763) 633-1080 ext. 28.
1BR/2BR
$475/$550 per month. Heat paid.
Nice and new. Clean, quiet, students only. Call 761-2822.
2 BDR APARTMENT
2 blocks from SCSU heat paid.
$650 sec. dep. Avail. Sept. 1, Jim:
(612) 508-3723.
FOUR BEDROOM
Two bath apartment homes. Offstreet parking available close to
SCSU campus $220-$260 per
person 9-12 month lease. Water,
sewer, garbage paid. Heat paid in
winter months. Call now to
reserve your home (763) 6331080 ext. 28.
LARGE 2BR’S
Starting at $475. 1/2 mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Heat, water,
garbage and basic cable included!
Call Angie at (320) 761-1571.
1 BDRM AND 2 BDRM
Near campus. (320) 253-5340.
ONE BEDROOMS
Close to campus quiet building,
on bus route, 1/2 mile from SCSU.
Basic cable, heat, water and
refuse included. Northern
Management 654-8300.

CLASSIFIEDS
ROOMS AVAILABLE !!!
Incl. leases within 1 bedroom units.
Blocks from SCSU. $220-230. Low
SD (320) 654-8300.
SPACIOUS 2 BR’S
Michigan Place. 1/2 mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Quiet building
and location. Low rent and cheap
security deposit. Call Angie
(320) 654-8300.
WE GOT WHAT YOU NEED!
1,2,3 & 4 bedrooms available. Call
today for a personal showing. Many
buildings and locations to choose
from. Northern Management (320)
654-8300, www.nomgnt.com/se.
2005-2006 SCHOOL SEASON
Remodeled 4 bedroom apts. $205
per bed. Call (320) 980-7545.
2005-2006 SCHOOL SEASON
Nice 4 bedroom house. $300 per
bed. Call (320) 980-7545.
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS
Close to SCSU. Also single rooms.
Heat paid. Call (320) 251-8284.
CARETAKER NEEDED
For West Campus Apts. Heat, water.
garbage, and basic cable included
as well! Please call Angie to inquire.
654-8300.
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WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED!
1,2,3 & 4 bedroom available, call
today for a personal showing. Many
buildings and locations to choose
from. Northern Management
654-8300. www.nomgmt.com/se.

ONE STOP SHOPPING!!!
1,2,3,&4 bedrooms available.
Many different features, including
balconies, lofts, A/C, on site caretaking, and great locations. Call
for a personal showing. 654-8300.

$75 MOVE IN SPECIAL!!!
Application, security deposit, and
one month rent included. No strings
attached! 1/2 mile from SCSU and
on the bus line. Call 654-8300 for
details.

BEDROOMS STARTING AT &
$210!
Single bedroom within 4 bdrm
unit. Blocks away from SCSU, on
bus route. Heat, water, garbage,
and basic cable included! Ask
about our awesome move in special! 654-8300.

2 BEDROOMS FROM $475!
Includes basic cable, heat, water,
and refuse. On bus line, and 1/2
mile from SCSU. Call 751-1571 for
info.
PARKING AVAILABLE
Close to campus. Call Cindy at 2400679 or Dan 241-9999.
TWO ROOMS
In furnished house, few blocks from
campus. $250 and $365 plus electric. All other utilities included.
Washer and dryer, internet, cable,
and off-street parking. Subleasers
for spring semester. Contact Joel or
Emily (320) 230-6709.
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX
For rent. Finished basement. Very
clean. (320) 654-6844.

EMPLOYMENT
SPRING BREAK 2005
With STS, America’s #1 student
tour operator. Hiring campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
Info/reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Vector has good pay, flexible
schedule, sales/service, all ages
18+, conditions apply. 203-9481.

2 BEDROOMS FROM $475!
Includes basic cable, heat, water,
and refuse. Close to campus and
on the bus line. Call Angie at
761-7571 today!

SERVICE MASTER
Professional Services has openings for part-time evening and
weekend office cleaners. $7.50$9.00. Apply at: 501 17th ave N.
St. Cloud, MN 56302.

$75 MOVE IN SPECIAL !
Application and security deposit
included. 1/2 mile from SCSU and
on the bus route. Call 654-8300
for details.

TRAVEL

CHEAP ONE BEDROOMS !
Starting at $425! Close to campus, on bus route. Includes heat,
water, garbage, and basic cable.
Great move in special. 761-1571
for info.

SPRING BREAK/MEXICO
From $499. Reps go free. (800)
366-4786. www.mazexp.com.

FOR SALE
FREE GIFT WITH EVERY ORDER
Fall into color, perfumes, age fighting moisturizers, and private spa
collections. FREE GIFT varies
w/purchase amount. FREE SHIPPING. Call Karen (320) 685-8002 or
visit www.marykay.com/cosmeticbeauty (offer not in conjunction
w/other promotions/discounts -- Exp.
01/05).

FEMALE AND MALE SUBLETS
In 4 bedroom apts. Heat paid, dishwasher, close. Excell Prop.
251-6005.

1, 2, and 4 BEDROOM APTS
Heat paid, AC, DW, Parking. Nice!
Excel Prop. 251-6005.

APARTMENT FOR SUBLEASE
Beautiful quiet 3 bedroom apartment 10 minutes from campus.
Master bedroom with bathroom.
Available immediately.
Call (218) 328-5460 Stacy.

3 OR 4 BEDROOM APT
Heat paid, DW, AC. Nice and close.
Excel Prop. 251-6005.

LARGE TWO BEDROOM APT.
Heat paid, AC, DW, parking, close.
Avail. Dec. 1. Excel Prop. 251-6005.

2nd SEMESTER LEASING
3&4 bdrm apts. Cable included
call 259-9673.

ROOMMATE WANTED
For three bedroom apartment in
new building. 259-9434.

STUDIO APT
400+ square feet, heat paid, AC,
parking, close. Avail. 11/1/04. Excel
Prop. 251-6005.

LARGE 3&4 BDRM APTS
W/heat, paid, +70 Channels cable
included, dishwasher, newly carpeted. Call 259-9673.

2 AND 3 BDRM DUPLEXES
Great St. Cloud locations. Very spacious, with lots of storage space.
Call Angie at 654-8300.

SOUTHSIDE ROOMS
Available. Heat, water, cable/int.
included. Available immediately or
spring semester. Call (507)-4387236 or (320)-309-6403

$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your group’s time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group.

BARGAIN ROOM $250/MO
Near campus in furnished house.
Utilities included except electric.
Free laundry, parking, cable, internet. Contact Emily 420-6976 or
230-6709

Call TODAY for a $450 bonus
when you schedule your non-sales
fundraiser with CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser, (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

2 BR
Sauk Rapids, very clean. $600
420-1440 E or 258-5129 D

PERSONALS

RUN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
WITH UNIVERSITY CHRONICLE
308-3943

Jesus and Satan are Pretend.
Biblical Jesus an infinite terrorist
Question religion. Atheism is true.

ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES
Available. Utilities included. Clean
and quiet. 259-9434.
FOUR BEDROOM APARTMENTS
One 2 br duplex, 9 brs in house!
Plus fill in spots! Great locations!
Call Pillar Property (320) 259-4259!

HOUSING
Rent neg. Dan 251-1925.

ONE, TWO, AND THREE
Bedroom apartments available.
Park Plaza. 253-1615.

1, 2, 3, AND 4 BR APTS
Available now, 12/1, 1/1/05. Rent
neg. 251-1925.

CHEAP ONE BEDROOMS!
Starting at $425! Close to SCSU, on
bus route, includes heat, water,
garage, and basic cable. Great
move-in special!
Call 761-1571 today!

SUBLEASE
Single rooms 1-4 br apts., houses.
Now, 12/1, 1/1. Dan 251-1925.
HOUSES, APTS HOUSES, APTS
Updated. Various Locations. Now,
12/1, 1/1/05. Heating/Parking incl.
Dan 251-1925.

ATTENTION
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Advertising

Hello, my name is Aaren.
I have Autism.
Can you help me out please?

If you are interested in spending time with me, please contact
my mom & dad for more information. I live in Zimmerman
and would love 2-hours a day of your time as often as you can.
Diane & Lyle: lv2tch@usfamily.net
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